~A selective list of books you may find useful in your research~

**Research Guides**

- **ABCs of German-American Migration: Annotated Guide to German-American Migration Records** (Haller).
- **American Passenger Arrival Records** (Tepper).
- **Harvard Encyclopedia of American Ethnic Groups**.
- **“Immigration Records”—Chapter 9 of The Source, A Guidebook to American Genealogy 3rd ed.**
- **“Immigration Sources”—Chapter 14 of Printed Sources, A Guide to Published Genealogical Records**.
- **Researching American Immigration Records** (Betit).
- **They Became Americans: Finding Naturalization Records and Ethnic Origins**.
- **They Came in Ships, A Guide to Finding Your Immigrant Ancestor’s Arrival Record. 3rd ed.**

**Ship Information and Images**

- **Across the Western Ocean: American Ships by Liverpool Artists**.
- **American Clipper Ships 1833-58. 2 vols.**
- **American Merchant Ships 1850-1900. 2 vols.**
- **American Neptune Pictorial Supplement. 15 vols.**
- **American Ships of the Colonial and Revolutionary Periods**.
- **Emigrant Ships 1946-72.**
- **First Great Ocean Liners in Photographs 1897-1927.**
- **Great Passenger Ships of the World [1858-1986]. 6 vols.**
- **Marine Paintings & Drawings in the Peabody Museum.**
- **Merchant Steam Vessels of the United States 1790-1868.**
- **More Marine Paintings and Drawings in the Peabody Museum.**
- **Norddeutscher Lloyd Bremen 1857-1970. 2 vols.**
- **Ocean Ships**
- **Passenger Liners from Germany 1816-1990.**
- **Passenger Liners of the Western Ocean [1838-1952].**
- **Passenger Ships Arriving in New York Harbor. Vol. 1, 1820-50.**
- **Passenger Ships of our Ancestors.**
- **Photographic Portraits of American Ocean Steamships 1850-70.**
- **Pictorial Encyclopedia of Ocean Liners 1860-1994.**
910.4 L961s Sail: The Romance of the Clipper Ships. 3 vols.
971 A55s Sailing Ships of the Maritimes: An Illustrated History of Shipping and Shipbuilding in the Maritime Provinces of Canada, 1750-1925
910.4 Sa215 Sailing Ships: Prints by the Dutch Masters from the Sixteenth to the Nineteenth Century
971 P223s Sails of the Maritimes...Schooners of Atlantic Canada 1859-1929
929 An89sa Ships of Our Ancestors (Michael Anuta).
929.1 B25s Some Ship Disasters and their Causes.
929 Sm49t Trans-Atlantic Passenger Ships Past and Present.
929 Sm49ta Trans-Pacific Passenger Ships & Appendix to Trans-Atlantic Passenger Ships Past and Present.

**General Indexes**

016.32573 F47p, etc. Passenger and Immigration Lists Bibliography 1538-1900.
929.11 F47p/pa/pab Passenger and Immigration Lists Index [1500s-1900s] (Filby). 50+ vols. including supplements.

**Indexes and Lists for Specific Ports, Multi-ethnic**

949.3 H14a Antwerp Emigration Index [1855].
975.5 G85e Early Virginia Immigrants 1623-66 (George Greer).
974.8 T26e Emigrants to Pennsylvania 1641-1819 (Tepper).
929.11 T26i Immigrants to the Middle Colonies (Tepper).
929.11 Sa4p Index to Passenger Lists of Vessels at Miscellaneous Ports of Atlantic and Gulf Coasts 1820-73 [vol. 4 and 5 only] (Samuelsen).
973 D64i Indexes to Seamen’s Protection Certificates & Proofs of Citizenship [various ports & dates 1796-1868].
929.11 T26n New World Immigrants (Tepper). 2 vols.
929.11 Sa4n New York City Passenger List Manifests Index 1820-24 (W. David Samuelsen).
929.11 P258 Passenger and Crew Lists of Vessels Arriving at New York 1897-1957 [roll and volume numbers with dates only].
929.11 Un34p Passenger Arrivals 1819-29: A Transcript of the List of Passengers Who Arrived in the United States from the 1st October 1819 to the 30th September 1820.
929.11 T26pa Passenger Arrivals at the Port of Baltimore 1820-34 (Tepper).
975.702 C38ho1c Passenger Arrivals at the Port of Charleston 1820-29.
974.702 N421bena Passenger Arrivals at the Port of New York 1820-29 (Bentley).
974.702 N421ben Passenger Arrivals at the Port of New York 1830-32 (Bentley).
974.802 P53t Passenger Arrivals at the Port of Philadelphia 1800-19 (Tepper).
976.402 G13bL Passenger Lists for Galveston 1850-55.
974.402 B65sam Passenger Lists of Vessels at Boston, Massachusetts Sep.-Dec. 1884. (Samuelsen).
929.11 Un34pa Passengers Who Arrived in the United States September 1821-December 1823 [from U.S. State Department Transcripts].
974.802 P53nat Philadelphia Naturalization Records: An Index to Records of Aliens’ Declarations of Intention and/or Oaths of Allegiance, 1789-1880 (Filby).
974.5 T21ra Rhode Island Passenger Lists, 1798-1808, 1820-72.
929.11 B69s v.1 Ship Passenger Lists, National and New England 1600-1825 (Carl Boyer).
929.11 B69s v.2 Ship Passenger Lists, New York and New Jersey 1600-1825 (Boyer).
929.11 B69s v.3 Ship Passenger Lists: The South (1538-1825) (Boyer).
974.402 P74ma Ship Registers of the District of Plymouth, Massachusetts, 1789-1908 [no passenger names].

**Intra-American Migration**

979.4 R18c California Wagon Train Lists [April 5, 1849-October 20, 1852].
976.3 V71c, etc. Canary Islands Migration to Louisiana 1778-83. 3 vols.

**African-American**
929.19 Sh6e Emigrants to Liberia 1820-43.
929.19 B91i Immigrants to Liberia 1843-65.
929.19 M94i Immigrants to Liberia 1865-1904

**Canadian**
971 CJ145f Aberdeen Sailing Ships and the Emigrant Scots they Carried to Canada 1774-1855.
971 T67b Canadian Border Entry Lists 1908-18.
971 T67c Canadian Passengers Inward Bound 1856-58.
971 L44e Emigrant Scots, Inventory of Extant Manifests in Canadian Archives for Ships Travelling from Scotland to Canada before 1900.
971.6 F76 Foreign Protestant Passenger Lists (Nova Scotia, 1700s).
971 Og1g Grosse Île, Gateway to Canada 1832-1937.
971 H139 Halifax and Quebec Passenger Lists Index 1865-1900. [Ship names with ports of departure/arrival and departure/arrival dates -- no passenger names].
971 Ac87i Index to Passengers who Emigrated to Canada between 1817 and 1849.
971.53202 Sa144d Irish Emigrants in the Emigrant Hospital, St. John, New Brunswick, April 30, 1848 to January 1, 1849 and List of Ships with Dates of Arrival at St. John.

**Czech**
976.4 St86e Emigration to Texas from the Mistek District 1856-1900.

**Dutch and Luxembourger**
929.19 Sw5ac Alphabetical Listing of Groningen Emigrants, 1881-1901.
929.19 Sw5a Alphabetical Listing of Utrecht Emigrants, 1881-1902.
929.19 Sw5ab Alphabetical Listing of Zuid-Holland Emigrants, 1881-1899.
949.2 Sw5d Dutch Emigrants to the United States, South Africa, South America, & Southeast Asia, 1835-80: Alphabetical Listing by Household Heads and Independent Persons (Swierenga).
929.19 L97 Luxembourgers in the New World (Gonner).

**English and Colonial (besides Palatines)**
929.11 Sh58am American Colonists in English Records. 2 vols.
973.2 C678cab Bonded Passengers to America (Coldham). 9 vols. in 3 parts.
973.2 B77b Bristol and America, A Record of the First Settlers in the Colonies of North America, 1654-1685, including the Names with Places of Origin of More Than 10,000 Servants.
929.11 C678br Bristol Registers of Servants Sent to Foreign Plantations 1654-1686 (Peter W. Coldham).
929.12 Sco8b British Aliens in the United States during the War of 1812.
929.12 Sm5b British Deportees to America [1760-75] (Clifford Neal Smith). 8 parts with index.
929.11 C678c Child Apprentices in America from Christ’s Hospital, London 1617-1778 (Coldham).
973.2 C678c Complete Book of Emigrants in Bondage 1614-1775 (Coldham).
929.11 Em44 Emigrants from England 1773-76.
929.11 C678em Emigrants from England to the American Colonies 1773-76 (Coldham).
929.11 W22e Emigrants to America: Indentured Servants Recruited in London 1718-1733.
929.12 G469e Emigration from the United Kingdom to America 1870-74 (9 vols. thus far – will go to 1897)
929.11 C678e English Adventurers and Emigrants 1609-60 (Coldham).
929.11 C678ea English Adventurers and Emigrants 1661-1733 (Coldham).
929.11 C678en English Convicts in Colonial America (Coldham). v.1 Middlesex 1617-75, v.2 London 1656-75.
942.0004 C67en English Estates of American Settlers…1800-1858 (Coldham).
929.11 V81i Immigrant Ancestors: A List of 2,500 Immigrants to America before 1750 (Frederick Virkus).
929.11 Sm7i Immigrants to America Appearing in English Records.
929.11 V81im Immigrants to America Before 1750 (Virus). v.1 A-Bat [only volume published].
974 B63i Immigrants to New England 1700-75 (Ethel Bolton).
975.2 C673k King’s Passengers to Maryland and Virginia (Coldham).
929.102 Ep4f List of Emigrant Ministers [Church of England] to America 1690-1811.
929.12 G34L List of Emigrants from England to America 1682-1692.
929.11 L69a List of Emigrants to America from Liverpool 1697-1707.
929.12 C67L Lord Mayor’s Court of London Depositions Relating to Americans 1641-1736 (Coldham).
973.2 C678caa More Emigrants in Bondage 1614-1775 (Coldham).
929.11 C678moe More English Adventurers and Emigrants 1625-1777 (Coldham).
929.11 Om5 Omitted Chapters from Hotten’s Original Lists of Persons of Quality, Census Returns, Parish Registers and Militia Rolls from the Barbados Census of 1679/80.
929.11 K12o Original Lists of Emigrants in Bondage from London to the American Colonies 1719-44 (Marion & Jack Kaminkow).
929.11 H79o (and oa) Original Lists of Persons of Quality...Great Britain to American Plantations...1600-1700 (John Hotten).
974.8 W44p Passengers and Ships Prior to 1684.
929.11 T26p Passengers to America: A Consolidation of Ship Passenger Lists from the New England Historical and Genealogical Register (Tepper).
929.11 So14r Record of the Names of the Passengers on the Good Ship Mayflower.
974 D78re Result of Some Researches among the British Archives for Information Relative to the Founders of New England [1631-1635].
974 Sco8 Scotch Prisoners Deported to New England by Cromwell 1651-2.
974 Sp3s Search for the Passengers of the Mary & John 1630. 26 vols.
929.11 N52s Some Early Emigrants to America (Gregoe D. P. Nicholson).
973.2 C678ca Supplement to the Complete Book of Emigrants in Bondage (Coldham).
974.8 W44p Welcome Claimants Proved, Disproved and Doubtful.

French
929.14 Sm5e Emigrants from France (Haut-Rhin Departement) to America 1837-1847. 2 vols.
929.14 Sm5i Immigrants to America from France (Haut-Rhin Departement) & Western Switzerland, 1859-66.

German (including Palatines)
974.8 Ab78 Bk. 1 Abstracts and Identifications of Entries Giving European Origins in Church Records of South Central Pennsylvania & Adjacent Areas, withSurname Index.
929.102 C473bi Alleghany Passage. Churches & Families, West Marva Dist., Church of Brethren, 1752-1990.
929.14 Sch6a Alsace Emigration Book. 2 vols. [from 1817]
929.13 B99a Amish Immigrants of Waldeck and Hesse [mostly 1819-20].
929.13 B73a Auswanderer aus Kaiserslautern im 18.Jahrhundert.
929.13 Au7 Auswanderer-Chronik der Gemeinde Lienen.
929.13 H11a Auswanderungen aus Baden und dem Breisgau (Hacker).
929.13 H11ac Auswanderungen aus dem Früheren Hochstift Speyer nach Südosteuropa und Übersee im XVIII Jahrhundert.
929.13 G36a Auswanderungen aus dem Odenwaldkreis. 3 vols.
929.13 H11ab Auswanderungen aus Rheinpfalz und Saarland im 18. Jahrhundert (Hacker).
929.13 Sch6b Baden Emigration Book.
974.7 M25b Book of Names Especially Relating to Early Palatines & First Settlers of the Mohawk Valley.
974.8 B898b Brethren from Gimbshiem in…Palatinate to Ephrata and Bermudian in Pennsylvania (Burgert).
974.8 R87c (& co) Collection of Thirty Thousand Names of German, Swiss, Dutch, French, and Other Immigrants to Pennsylvania from 1727 to 1776 (I. Daniel Rupp).
929.13 B91c Colonial Pennsylvania Immigrants from Freinsheim in the Palatinate (Annette K. Burgert).
975.7 R32c Compilation of the Original Lists of Protestant Immigrants to South Carolina 1763-73.
929.13 Sm5e Cumulative Surname Index and Soundex to Monographs 1 through 12 (Clifford Neal Smith).
929.13 Sm5ca Cumulative Surname Soundex to German-American Genealogical Research Monographs 14-19 & 21-25 (Smith).
974.7 K74e Early Eighteenth Century Palatine Emigration.
974.8 L57e Early Immigrants & Descendants from Germany & Switzerland to Eastern Pennsylvania.
929.13 Sm5ea Early Nineteenth-Century German Settlers in Ohio, Kentucky, and Other States. 4 vols.
974.8 B898e Early Pennsylvania Pioneers from Mutterstadt in the Palatinate (Burgert).
929.13 B91ei Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century Emigrants from Lachen-Speyerdorf in the Palatinate.
929.13 Sm5et Eighteenth Century Emigrants from Kreis Simmern (Hunsrück), Rheinpfalz, Germany to Central Europe, Pfalzdorf am Niederrhein, and North America.
929.13 B91eia Eighteenth Century Emigrants from Langenselbold in Hesse to America (Burgert).
974.8 B898eigh Eighteenth Century Emigrants from Pfungstadt Hessen-Darmstadt to Pennsylvania (Burgert).
974.8 B898eig Eighteenth Century Emigrants from the Northern Alsace to America (Burgert).
974.8 B898ei Eighteenth Century Pennsylvania Emigrants from Hassloch and Böhl in the Palatinate (Burgert).
929.11 H115e Eighteenth Century Register of Emigrants from Southwest Germany (Werner Hacker).
929.13 B91e Emigrants from Eppingen to America in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries.
929.13 Sm5ef Emigrants from Fellbach (Baden-Württemberg) 1735-1930 (Smith).
929.13 Sm5efo Emigrants from Former Amt Damme, Oldenburg (Now Niedersachsen) mainly to U.S. 1830-49.
929.13 Sm5e Emigrants from Saxony (Grandduchy of Sachsen-Weimar-Eisenach) to America 1854, 1859.
929.13 Sm5ef Emigrants from the Island of Foehr (Formerly Denmark, now Schleswig-Holstein, Germany) to Australia, Canada, Chile, the United States, and the West Indies 1850-75.
974.8 K87e Emigrants from the Palatinate to the American Colonies in the 18th Century (Krebbs).
929.13 Sm5em Emigrants from the Principality of Hessen-Hanau, Germany 1741-67 (Smith).
929.13 Sm5ew Emigrants from the West-German Fuerstenberg Territories (Baden and the Palatinate) to America and Central Europe 1712, 1737, 1877.
974.8 B41e Emigrants from the Wolfersweiler Region of Germany to Pennsylvania 1730-50.
974.8 P3846y v.12 Emigrants from Württemberg [Wertheim County]. The Adolf Gerber Lists (in Pennsylvania German Folklore Society Yearbook).
929.13 St95e Emigration from Germany to Russia in the Years 1763 to 1862 (Karl Stumpf).
929.13 G31e Emigration from Nassau-Dillenburg to America in the 18th Century.
929.13 J71ma Even More Palatine Families: 18th Century Immigrants to the American Colonies and their German, Swiss, & Austrian Origins. 3 vols. (Jones & Rohrbach).
929.13 H94f French and German Immigrants into Boston, 1751.
929.13 Sm5f From Bremen to America in 1850: Fourteen Rare Emigrant Ship Lists.
929.13 R64f From the Rhine to the Catawba: A Study of Eighteenth Century Germanic Migration and Adaptation.
975.5 B623f From the Rhine to the Shenandoah. Eighteenth Century Swiss and German Pioneer Families in the Central Shenandoah Valley and their European Origins. 3 vols.
974.8 H65g Genealogical Data relating to the German Settlers of Pennsylvania & Adjacent Territory From Advertisements in German Newspapers Published in Philadelphia and Germantown 1743-1800 (Hocker).
973.3 G317ee German Allied Troops in the War of Independence 1776-83.
976.3 R55ge German Coast Families, European Origins and Settlement in Colonial Louisiana.
976.4 K67f German Emigration Company Passenger Lists to Texas July 1844-February 1846.
976.302 N43vo German Emigration Ships to New Orleans 1865-69.
974.8 P3847p v.8 German Emigration to America 1709-40 (in Publications of the Pennsylvania German Soc.)
974.802 P53gru German Immigrant Servant Contracts Registered at the Port of Philadelphia 1817-31.
929.13 C84g German Immigrants from the Pfalz [mostly 1830s-1840s].
929.13 M662g German Immigrants in American Church Records (v.1 Indiana; v.2-5 Wisconsin; v.6 Nebraska; v.7-9 Iowa)
929.13 Z65g German Immigrants: Lists of Passengers Bound from Bremen to New York 1847-1867. 4 vols.
929.13 G3113 German Immigration... (reprints of German Exodus to England in 1709 & German Emigration to America 1709-1740).

974.8 P3847p v.10, pt. 7 German Immigration into Pennsylvania through the Port of Philadelphia 1700-75.

929.13 F77g German Pest Ships 1720-1721.

929.13 Sm5g German Revolutionists of 1848, Among Whom Many Immigrants to America. 4 vols.

975.8 J13g Germans of Colonial Georgia 1733-83 (Jones).

929.13 G315b Germans to America and the Hamburg Passenger Lists: Coordinated Schedules (Minert).


974.8 B998gr Grossgartach, Wuerttemberg to Pennsylvania: Early Colonial German Immigrants (Burgert).

974.801 B45bur Hochstadt Origins of Some of the Early Settlers at Host Church, Berks Co., PA (Burgert).

977.401 B45pw Immigrants from Züsch, Rhineland to Bainbridge Twp., Berrien County, Michigan 1840-87.

974.8 C836im Immigrants into Pennsylvania Sept. 1727-Sept. 1732.

974.8 C836ima Immigrants into Pennsylvania Sept. 1734-Sept. 1737.

929.13 R51i Immigrants to America and Central Europe from Beilhingen an Neckar, Baden-Württemberg, Germany 1727-1934.

929.13 W45i Immigrants to America from Prussian Province Pomerania (Pommern) Germany 1853-4.

929.13 Sm5i Immigrants to America (Mainly Wisconsin) from the Former Recklinghausen District (Nordrhein-Westfalen, Germany) Around the Middle of the Nineteenth Century.

929.102 M52gya Index to Mennonite Immigrants on United States Passenger Lists 1872-1904.

974.8 R87ca Index to the Names of 30,000 Immigrants, German, Swiss, Dutch, and French... 1786; lists consolidated.

929.13 P92d Klaener's List of German Colonists (July 1845-January 1846) arriving in Galveston.

974.8 H11k Kurpfälzische Auswanderer vom Unteren Neckar [to 1814] (Hacker).

974.8 P3846y v.16 List of German Immigrants to the American Colonies from Zweibrucken, Palatinate 1750-71.

929.13 T73L Lists of Germans from the Palatinate Who Came from England in 1709.

942.1202 D44L London Churchbooks and the German Emigration of 1709.


929.13 B91cab Master Index to the Emigrants Documented in the Published Works of Annette K. Burgert.

974.8 P3847p v.35 Mennonite Immigration to Pennsylvania in the 18th Century.

973.34 Aa1de Mercenary Troops from Anhalt-Zerbst who served with British in American Revolution.

929.13 Sm5m Missing Young Men of Wuerttemberg, Germany 1807: Some Possible Immigrants to America.

929.13 J71m More Palatine Families: Immigrants to the Middle Colonies 1717-76 & European Origins, new discoveries on German Families arrived in NY in 1710 (Jones).

929.13 Sm5naa Name List of Die altlutherische Auswanderung um die Mitte des 19. Jahrhundert (Iwan).

974.8 Eg5n Names of Foreigners Who Took the Oath of Allegiance to... Pennsylvania 1727-75 with Foreign Arrivals 1786-1808, plus Immigration into Pennsylvania, plus Index to Surnames.

976.4 G33n New Land Beckoned: German Immigration to Texas.


929.13 Sm5ni Nineteenth Century Emigration from Kreis Simmern (Hunsrueck), Rheinland-Pfalz, Germany to Brazil, England, Russian Poland, and the United States.

929.13 Sm5ns Nineteenth-century Emigration from the Siegkreis, Nordrhein-Westfalen, mainly to U.S.


929.121 J71p 1990 Palatine Families of Ireland.


929.13 Sm5p Passenger Lists (and Fragments thereof) from Hamburg & Bremen to Australia & U.S. 1846-49.

929.13 P26 Passenger Lists of Sailships which Brought Prussian Old Lutherans from Hamburg and Stettin to the Port of New York in the Year 1843.

974.8 Y73p Pennsylvania German Immigrants 1709-1786: Lists Consolidated from Yearbooks of the Pennsylvania German Folklore Society.

974.8 P3847p v. 42-44 Pennsylvania German Pioneers (Strassburger) [facsimile signatures in v. 43].

974.8 St81p Pennsylvania German Pioneers (Strassburger). 2 vols.; reprint of v. 42 and v. 44 of original.

974.8 B998p Pennsylvania Pioneers from Woltersweiler Parish, Saarland, Germany (Burgert).

929.13 Sm5r Reconstructed Passenger Lists 1850: Hamburg to Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, U.S. 4 parts.

929.13 R34 Rhineland Emigrants: Lists of German Settlers in Colonial America.

943.63 R636s Salzburger Expulsion Lists.
975.8 J713sa Salzburger Saga. Religious Exiles and Other Germans Along the Savannah.
975.802 Eb3s Salzburgers & Their Descendants, German Lutheran Protestants to [Ebenezter] Georgia 1734.
929.13 H91a Schriftenreihe des Kreises Steinfurt: Auswanderungen aus dem Kreis Steinfurt [from 1813].
943.4302 Z97s Schweizer Familien im Zweibrückner Land.
943.4302 St37b Schweizer und andere Einwanderer sowie Auswanderer im Ref. Kirchenbuch Steinwenden (1684-1780).
974.8 B69s Ship Passenger Lists, Pennsylvania and Delaware 1641-1825 [Palatine].
929.13 P93s Ships to USA with a Dutch or German Passenger [no passengers listed] [1845-55].
929.13 Si47s Simmendinger Register.
929.13 Ub3 Über Hamburg nach Amerika: Hessische Auswandernde in...Hamburger Schiffskästen 1852-66.
973.34 Aa1bur Walldeck Soldiers of the Revolutionary War.
929.13 B91w Westerwald to America: Some 18th Century German Immigrants (Burgert).
929.13 Sch17w Wurttemberg Emigration Index. 8 vols. [more than 90% 19th Century]
974.801 Y8b York County Pioneers from Friedelsheim and Gönnheim in the Palatinate (Burgert).

Greekg and Armenian
929.1495 V94g Greek Immigrant Passengers 1885-1910. 3 vols.
974.402 B65vo Index, Greek Immigrant Passengers, Port of Boston 1902-06.

Irish (also see Scottish for Scots-Irish, etc.)
974.802 P53ada Alphabetical Index to Ulster Emigration to Philadelphia 1803-50.
929.11 EL59e Emigrants from Ireland 1847-52 (Elish Ellis).
929.121 EL5e Emigrants from Ireland 1847-52: State-Aided Emigration Schemes from Crown Estates in Ireland (Ellis).
929.121 Em4 Emigrants from Ireland to America 1735-43 (Frances McDonnell).
971 P969er / era / erb Erin’s Sons: Irish Arrivals in Atlantic Canada 1751-1858 (Punch) 3 vols.
929.121 F21 Famine Immigrants: Lists of Irish Immigrants Arriving at New York 1846-51. 7 vols.
929.12 D65ia Irish Emigrants in North America. Parts 4-5.
929.121 M69i Irish Emigration Lists 1833-39 (Mitchell).
975.7 R32L Irish Immigrants to South Carolina 1768.
941.5 M69i Irish Passenger Lists 1803-06 (Mitchell).
929.121 Ir4 Irish Passenger Lists 1847-71 (Brian Mitchell).
929.121 N151 Names of Irish Passengers to America [1811-47].
929.121 H11p Passenger Lists from Ireland [1811, 1815-6].
929.121 Sch36p Passengers from Ireland: Lists of Passengers Arriving at American Ports 1811-17 (Schlegel).
929.121 D656s Ships from Ireland to Early America 1623-1850.

Italian
929.15 It1 Italians to America: Lists of Passengers Arriving at U.S. Ports. [1880-1904] 20+ vols.

Russian and Polish (including Germans from Russia)
929.13 St95c Emigration from Germany to Russia in the Years 1763 to 1862 (Stumpp).
929.19 M85h Hamburg Passengers from the Kingdom of Poland and the Russian Empire, Indirect Passage to New York 1855-June 1873.
947.71 R288m Mennonite Migration to Russia, 1788-1828.
929.13 Sch2p Pilgrims on the Earth: A German-Russian Chronicle.
929.19 St9s Swiss (Volhynian) Mennonite Ship List 1874, of the immigrants who came from Russia.

Scandinavian (Swedish, Norwegian, Danish)
929.181 An24f First Chapter of Norwegian Immigration (1821-40) Its Causes and Results.
929.1485 T39f Förteckning Över Emigranter Från Östergotland (List of Emigrants from Östergotland) 1851-60.
929.181 F65hi History of Norwegian Immigration to the United States (George Flom).
929.181 L26no Norwegians in America, Some Records of the Norwegian Emigration to America.
929.181 UL8n v.2 Norwegians in America, their History and Record vol. 2
Passenger List from Steamship Guiding Star, Copenhagen to New York City June 29, 1869.


Swedish Settlements on the Delaware 1638-1664.

Scottish

American Data from the Aberdeen Journal 1748-83.


Directory of Scots Banished to the American Plantations 1650-1775. 2nd ed.


Emigrants from Scotland to America 1774-75.


Directory of Scots Banished to the American Plantations 1650-1775. 2nd ed.


Emigrants from Scotland to America 1774-75.

Scottish-American Records 1733-83.

Scottish American Gravestones 1700-1900.

Scottish American Heirs 1683-1883.

Scottish American Wills 1650-1900.

Scottish-German Links, 1550-1850. 2nd ed.

Scottish Highlanders on the Eve of the Great Migration 1725-1775


Ships from Scotland to America, 1628-1828. Vol I (and II).

Ships from Scotland to America, 1628-1828. Vol III.

Ships from Scotland to America, 1628-1828. Vol IV.

Ships from Scotland to America, 1830-1860. 2 vols.

Some Early Scots in Maritime Canada, vols. 1-2

Swiss

Century of Emigration from Affoltern Am Albis, Canton Zürich, Switzerland.

List of 18th Century Emigrants from the Canton of Schaffhausen to the American Colonies 1734-52 (in Pennsylvania German Folklore Society Yearbook).

Lists of Swiss Emigrants in the 18th Century to the American Colonies: v.1 Zurich 1734-1744, v.2 Bern 1706-1795, Basel 1734-1794 (Albert B. Faust).

Palatine Origins of Some Pennsylvania Pioneers (Burgert).

Swiss Emigration Book, vol. 1 [over 90% 19th Century].
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